IT ARCHITECT
(Wealth Management Solutions)

FULL-TIME POSITION

ABOUT 360F

Creating value to benefit financial services and their end clients in Asia is the core of 360F. Focused on advancing wealth advisory, 360F delivers the next-generation technology designed to transform the end client journey. With its proprietary 360-Deep-Profile® based on algorithmic predictive technology, 360F converges the art and science of human behaviour to generate and interpret the gestalt of the customer, automating actionable personalized insights. Emphasizing finesse and partnering with the best in their fields, 360F blazes a trail that others can join – making financial conversations an integral part of everyone’s lifestyle.

WHAT YOU WILL DO

As an IT Architect with 360F, you will lead a team of front- and back-end developers and work in close collaboration with integration stakeholders at our client sites to build the next-generation wealth management solutions. Alongside our development team made up of distinguished research professors and industry veterans, you will be immersed in an environment that strives to make a positive difference.

DO YOU …?

✓ Have Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Information Systems and/or Computer Science from a reputable university
✓ Come with 2-3 years of industry experience in the financial services sector (banking, life insurance, asset management)
✓ Possess strong understanding of the following:
  - ReactJS
  - NodeJS or .Net / C#
  - Native app design
  - Architecture design
  - Interface / API’s design
✓ Basic understanding of Microservices
✓ Display leadership and ability to manage team to deliver rigorous standards
✓ Show good written and verbal communication skills in English
✓ Able to travel one to two days on a biweekly basis

Please submit your resume to clarie.kwa@360f.com.
ASSOCIATE / CONSULTANT
(Wealth Management Solutions)

FULL-TIME POSITION

ABOUT 360F

Creating value to benefit financial services and their end clients in Asia is the core of 360F. Focused on advancing wealth advisory, 360F delivers the next-generation technology designed to transform the end client journey. With its proprietary 360-Deep-Profile® based on algorithmic predictive technology, 360F converges the art and science of human behaviour to generate and interpret the gestalt of the customer, automating actionable personalized insights. Emphasizing finesse and partnering with the best in their fields, 360F blazes a trail that others can join – making financial conversations an integral part of everyone’s lifestyle.

WHAT YOU WILL DO

As an associate/consultant with 360F, you will work in close collaboration with product, design and technical teams at our client sites to build the next-generation wealth management solutions. You will also contribute your research and modelling expertise to support 360F’s product suite evolution. Alongside our development team made up of distinguished research professors, UX/UI and industry veterans, you will be exposed to leading-edge research in behavioural finance and generate insights using data analytic techniques.

DO YOU …?

✓ Have Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Mathematics, Statistics, Economics, Psychology, Business and/or Computer Science from a reputable university.
✓ Come with 3-5 years of industry experience in the financial services sector (banking, life insurance, asset management)
✓ Possess strong technical understanding of wealth management products
✓ Work fluently in Excel; Experience in at least one statistical programming language and/or web analytics tool preferred
✓ Enjoy building strong rapport with clients and peers and establish credibility
✓ Prove to be an inquisitive self-starter who can manage ambiguity and deliver rigorous standards under tight deadlines
✓ Show exceptional written and verbal communication skills in English

Please submit your resume to clarie.kwa@360f.com.